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1. Introduction

Currently, many ecosystems are at risk due to intensive exploitation of resources. This have an impact on the service they provide for human being such as food and fibre production, water provision, climate regulation and wildlife habitat [1]. It is estimated that 86% of the world’s population live in countries that require more from nature than their ecosystems can provide [2]. Our consumption rates already exceed the supply of many resources crucial to human health, and few places on Earth do not bear the stamp of human impacts [3]. Over the last 50 years, 60% of worldwide ecosystem services have degraded due to increases in the global population and economic growth [4]. As these impacts increasingly compromise biological diversity, human health and food security. Therefore, policy makers and managers started to push to investment in ecosystem restoration [5].

Long-term solutions to current environmental problems involve not just conservation of the natural world, but increasingly the restoration of ecologically healthy landscapes and communities [6]. Ecosystem or ecological restoration defined as an intentional activity that initiates or accelerates the recovery of a degraded, damaged, or destroyed ecosystem with respect to its health, integrity, services, and sustainability. The damage may have been caused or aggravated by natural events such as wildfire, floods and storms or, caused as the direct or indirect result of human activities [7].

Ecological restoration is important to enhance ecosystem services and biodiversity, mitigate and adapt climate change, slow biodiversity loss, and contributes to the improvement of human well-being and humanity’s relationships within nature [6]. The main goal of restoration is to create self-supporting ecosystem which do not need further assistance to develop mature characteristics [7] [8]. Though, ecosystem based management is powerful and effective, it is costly and time demand action [9]. Ecological restoration requires multiple efforts, long-term commitment, and thoughtful deliberation [10].

In general, the field of ecological restoration has thus received increasing attention worldwide and has experienced tremendous advancement over the past 30 years and is now widely recognized as an essential component of the fields of conservation and sustainability [1].

a) Gaps identified from critically evaluated literatures

Traditional management of ecological systems focuses on specific products or services desired by people, with emphasis on marketable commodities. Resource managers learn just enough about ecosystems to maximize the production of these commodities. As a result, ecosystems are overused and poorly understood [11]. Similarly, Ecological research on restoration has largely focused on community ecology and ecosystem ecology, with particular attention to plants [12]. Nevertheless, an ecosystem perspective on land and resource management means thinking about land-its soils, waters, air, plants, animals, and all their relationships-as whole units that occur in a hierarchy of nested places [13]. Therefore, researches
and management practices works on restoration of degraded ecosystem should focus in integrated ecological restoration.

Over the last decade, there has been an observation that shows the clear gap between knowledge generated by the researchers and practical application by restoration practitioners in ecological restoration [14] [15]. Though, the need of ecological restoration concept is widely discussed [6] [1], there is still a gap in successful implementation on the ground and report. And this issue is marginally addressed in scientific literatures [11].

In addition, Though, there are different literature, that shows the efforts to explicit integrated ecological restoration by considering different factors for instance the integration of, ecological knowledge, management action and social dimension [16]; multi-functionality, transdisciplinary, participation, complexity, and sustainability [17]; ecological theory with practice and restoration ecology trans-disciplinary framework [18]. Still there is a gap to explore more factors of integrative approaches in ecological restoration in depth. Here in this paper an integrated approach to managing natural restoration by considering different factors for instance as incorporating landscape perspective; transdisciplinary link, socioeconomics and policy dimension with restoration, scientific based practice and flexible plan and management, because restoration ecology needs to adopt a more integrated approach which will make it a more useful science for sustainability as we progress further in to the twenty-first century. Therefore, this paper shows the possible factors could be integrated in ecological restoration as approach to progression of ecological sustainability. This paper tries to fill the gap by review scientific literatures to overview the current status of ecological theories and principles implementation in ground and the main challenges and propose conceptual framework to apply integrated ecological restoration.

b) Objective of the Review

Review the experience of ecological restoration practice and main challenges,

Explore the components of integrated ecological restoration and propose conceptual basis.

c) Review Methodology

This paper is prepared from various review of scientific articles, books, reports published from 1987 to 2017. The overall process of preparing this paper was done by following the main steps adopted from [19], define the topic, objective formulation, select key words for searching, identify the key database and critically review the publication. The databases used included Google Scholar, Web of Science, science direct, Scopus and others which were searched in June and July 2017 by using the key searching terms. Accordingly, 118 scientific papers were critically evaluated and included in this seminar review as per to the requirement of the main topic. The main journals reviewed were Ecology and Society, Restoration Ecology and Journal of Ecology. And mostly SER and CBD secretariat reports were used in this paper.

During the review, the focus was collecting concepts and practices for integrated ecological restoration approach to become a paradigm shift for sustainability. Therefore, social, environmental and economic issues were duly incorporated.

II. Review of Related Literatures

a) A Brief History of Ecological Restoration and Paradigm Shifts

The idea of restoring the land dates back centuries, practiced in the different forms, such as erosion control, reforestation, and habitat and range improvement [20], but modern restoration ecology and its practice began in the early 1900s when people such as famous conservationist Aldo Leopold (a forester) began promoting the movement [12]. Restoration ecology is the science on which ecological restoration is based. It emerged as an academic field in the 1980s [16]. Science of restoration ecology has become a strong academic field [20].

Gaining momentum in the latter half of the twentieth century, restoration ecology is now established as a science and studied in many research institutions. International societies and journals, such as the Society for Ecological Restoration (SER) (established in 1988). There has been a strong push to formalize the science and practice of restoration, linking it explicitly with ecological theories [12] [21]. In addition, since the publication of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment in 2005 there has been a surge of interest in ecological restoration to recover biodiversity, re-establish ecosystem functioning and connectivity, and reanimate the delivery of ecosystem services [22].

As [23] stated “the next century will, I believe, be the era of restoration in ecology”. Over the last 30 years, ecological restoration has emerged as the central new promise for the reconciliation of societal well-being and biodiversity conservation in a human-dominated world [24]. During this period, many paradigm shifts in restoration ecology develops. The foremost paradigm shift was the emergence of ecosystem based management in 1980’s to provide best alternatives for traditional resource management approaches. In 2000, CBD adopted this approach and develop 12 principles for the implementation. [25] [26]. Though [27], argue that Ecosystem Based Management cannot be considered as new paradigm shift, because since Leopold’s effort of restoration in 1930’s there was ecosystem management, although he never actually used the term
ecosystem management, his career testifies that he recognized the need to protect or restore ecological components, in order to sustain resources. According to [4], By the early 2000s, EBM was the dominant paradigm, at least in theory, for managing natural resources around the world, in both marine and terrestrial systems. [28], identified 17 different criteria that are commonly used to define ecosystem-based management.

In the mid-1980’s, there was a paradigm shift with the promotion of more holistic approaches originating from within the conservation community and the emergence of the scientific discipline of landscape ecology [29]. Consequently, since mid-1990’s, the paradigm of restoration with landscape perspective thus goes beyond restoring pieces of land or even restoring large area, while ignoring the influence of the landscape structure was raised. Many literatures stated that we need to move from small-scale “environmental gardening” to large scale restoration based on landscape ecology principles [30][17] [31].

The other fundamental paradigm shift was from “backward-restoration” to “forward-restoration”, in which never-seen futuristic designer ecosystems may be the best option to attain self-sustaining ecosystems for the future [32][33]. For the first time, Aldo Leopold, recognized that the practice of ecosystem health required reference points - healthy, intact ecosystems. A reference ecosystem is a model adopted to identify the particular ecosystem that is the target of the restoration project [34]. It can be an actual site (reference site) or a conceptual model synthesised from numerous reference sites, field indicators and historical and predictive records [1]. Restoration of past ecosystems is possible when climatic conditions suit the species that once were present [10]. However, the [35] reported that global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and no sign of temperature reduction. This shows that there is no much chance going back. [36], also argue that restoration should follow nature’s lead, not in order to recreate an 1850’s ecosystem, but to restore an ecosystem’s ability to respond to change. [10] pointed out historical information is a useful guidance but should not be a ‘straight jacket’ for projecting restoration goals and trajectories in the future. According to [3], A restored ecosystem will not necessarily recover its former state, however since contemporarily constraints and conditions can cause it to develop along an alternative trajectory [34]. Therefore, we should intervene with an eye to the future and toward managing for future change [37][38]. Therefore, forward restoration become a major paradigm shift.

[18] reported the two recent paradigm shifts in ecological restoration, the first one is moving towards more scientific foundation to unite science with practice and the second is to locate restoration firmly in the transdisciplinary arena. In general, Restoration ecology has historically emphasized the management actions and interventions associated with recovery of damaged ecosystems, sometimes referred to as the “restoration toolbox” [39]. But in recent years, the field has seen a paradigm shift toward stronger scientific foundation and better inclusion of socioeconomic, political, economic, cultural, regulatory frameworks, and taking account of the past and future for sustainability [40]. This could lead as to more holistic and integrated ecological restoration approach.

b) Ecological Restoration in Practice

Through ecological restoration theories are translating to practice. Most countries have suffered degradation and forest loss and have opportunities for restoration. According to [41], rough estimation, more than two billion hectares worldwide offer opportunities for restoration. Most of these lands are in tropical and temperate areas.

From a global perspective, restoration work generally is not taking place in the countries where it is most needed. Most ecological restoration research come out from high income countries classified and the work mostly focuses on forest and aquatic ecosystem [42]. For instance, Vast deforested areas in Europe and North America have regrown forests. In contrary, though, tropical regions have the largest need for restoration efforts, the practice is limited [41]. Ethiopia has 82 million ha of potential for tree based landscape restoration, varying with short and long term [43].

Win-win projects that result in both conservation and economic gains are not easy to implement, although they are a commendable goal [44]. Consequently, according to [28], there are relatively few case studies of successful implementation, and the extent to which the ecosystem based management principles in restoration, for instance Restoration in Kissimmee River, is considered as the most successful project which includes ecological evaluation and adaptive management till date [45]. Atlantic Forest Restoration Pac program in Brazil and Sloping land conversation program in China (restoration in Yellow and Yangtze river) also has good progress in ecological restoration. South Korea and Costa Rica have embarked on successful forest restoration strategies [41].

Though, [21], pointed out that the number of empirical evaluations has increased during recent Years, a recent review of restoration in the Nordic countries indicates that ecological restoration projects in the region often completely lack formal evaluation [46]. Other studies also show this to be the case in other parts of the world [47] [48]. In addition, [49], found that from 10 case studies in Northern Hemisphere countries, most evaluations were short-term and only some parts of them were properly documented, which affects adversely the efficiency of restoration process, since inefficient methods were implemented. They suggested
that perform continues evaluation, disseminate the finding both successes and failures. The case in Ethiopia is the same, there are very few examples of successful implementation of restoration and no proper documentation[50]. For instance, Humbo forest restoration landscape and Tigray region restoration experience (Abreha Weatsbeha, Geregera, Mossa and Kihenwatersheds) [51]. There is also ongoing effort in Bale mountain, with Participatory Forest Management (PFM) and the newly launching program to conserve biodiversity and ecosystem functions and services. As compared to the current land degradation status, that is about 33,193,390.14 ha (30% of total land) of land is degraded in Ethiopia [52]. These efforts are not adequate.

On the other hand, [53], reported that Ethiopia is rising as a leader in restoration, though the country passes the long difficult road. In the past, 97% of Ethiopia native forest was lost and 1984-85 famine. Over the last decade, Ethiopia put tremendous effort to rehabilitate and restore degraded lands by using Sustainable Land Management (SLM) tool.

c) Challenges/ Barriers to implement Ecological Restoration

Since ecosystem is more complex process, there might be challenges raised from timing, capacity, communication, and collaboration challenges [53].

i. Sever land degradation

In many of severely degraded production landscapes, which loss of habitat and biodiversity, changes in hydrological processes, loss of soil and altered nutrient levels. Restoration to a former state is not viable, and they will be targets of ecosystem repair to improve levels of ecosystem function and services, using native species where possible [37]. According to [54], where the hydrological components like wetland completely drained, soil nutrient and microbial severely degrade, plant and animal communities completely lost and the whole landscape fragmented, restoration become really challenging.

ii. Cost and Time Constraint

The areas of degraded land now present in various parts of the world are large. Some systems are severely degraded and will be costly to repair [55]. There is lack of attention to the cost of restoration in research and literatures due to different factors such as economists and ecologists have traditionally approached the cost in different disciplinary perspective; restoration and economics are viewed as opposite force and the consultants who is responsible to guide and publication the whole process may not make the data available. Despite these obstacles, it is essential to integrate ecology and economy in restoration effort [56]. Later, different literatures try to integrate the broad sets of socioeconomics and ecological objectives and criteria when planning and evaluating restoration projects [42][57]. Although progress has been made conceptually, too few practical applications have been achieved during the last 15 years, especially in the crucial areas of valuation and financing [58]. Concurrently, there has been far too little work on how to actually measure and monitor the economic effects of restoration [59]. However, Restoration feasibility depends also on restoration costs [60].

In high latitude and high elevation areas, ecosystem often require decades or centuries to recover as a result of short growing season in these areas [61]. Furthermore, in some natural ecosystems require a longer time to develop their mature character. Mostly, it is difficult to determine how long the ecological restoration takes to reach endpoints and even it is hardly to determine the exact time [62]. Typically, if the ecosystem is highly endangered, the responsible bodies fail to commit for the restoration as a result of recovering this kind of ecosystem become time consuming and costly [63].

iii. The issue of trade-offs in restoration

Restoration actions focusing on a particular ecosystem service could lead to negative impacts on biodiversity or provision of other services, which will need to be considered during the planning process, leading to conflicts and trade-offs [24]. As restoration of one ecosystem service may come at a cost to another, one particular challenge is how to ensure multifunctionality in both the short and long term. For instance, although planting a few short-lived but fast-growing species is a common approach for carbon offsets, these plantations do not approach the diversity of naturally occurring tropical forests and can have a high rate of failure [64]. [65], also found that vegetation restoration can produce positive effects on Net Primary Productivity, but negative effects on Water Yield. A carefully chosen balance between the aimed biodiversity benefits and the unwanted side-effects is likely to be highly context-specific, where local and national rules and regulations and public opinion provide inputs [66]. The good thing is trade-offs between biodiversity and ecosystem services may change through time after restoration starts [24]. Navigating the trade-offs between provisioning, regulating, cultural, and supporting ecosystem services, as well as maintaining natural capital that is critical to generate future services, is essential for achieving sustainability [67].

iv. Social Conflict

Often it may be impossible to choose the optimal sites for restoration due to unwillingness of the land owners [60][57]. Furthermore, it may prove problematic to find areas large enough to host and maintain restoration objectives, especially in densely populated areas characterized by highly fragmented forests and diversified forest ownership. Many of
degraded ecosystems are still being used by people and many of these people are poor, which could worsen the degradation level [55]. Some research done in Latin America reported that social perceptions towards restoration effort and expectations of several stakeholders could be one of the main challenges of most restoration project in Latin America countries [68][57][9] also reported that social understanding and need difference could rise to conflict.

v. Limited Information and Knowledge

Often, there is little information about the past ecosystem composition and structure, because ecological restoration is relatively recent decade science, in this situation, it become difficult to evaluate the success of restoration [48]. Information access within and among countries still needs improvement. Sometimes, scientific knowledge is not available to practitioners. Much information and knowledge are not produced in scientific arena and are incompletely communicated. In many cases, they are housed in theses, technical publications, forums, and other media products. Knowledge of the whole ecosystem process and function and skill to implement ecological restoration practice also limited [69]. It is necessary to consider and have knowledge about the resilience of the ecosystem, past land use, and the matrix of the surrounding landscape to define restoration approaches in a socioecological perspective [57].

vi. Lack of Standard Criteria

There is limited success in many projects due to inappropriate planning and implementation. There has been a growing need for a clear set of standards to establish benchmarks for the technical application of restoration treatments across ecosystem types, and to maximize ecosystem recovery within a framework that engages stakeholders and respects socio-cultural realities and needs. Practitioners, operational personnel, planners, managers, funders, and regulators need standards to help them develop high quality plans and achieve acceptable ecosystem recovery outcomes [69]. [70] reported that there are no standard criteria to assess the restoration success in Ethiopia. Only in recent year (2016), SER release international standard for ecological restoration. These international standards follow pioneering efforts of SER Australasia to develop ‘National Standards for the practice of ecological restoration in Australia’. And it became the first such initiative anywhere in the world. Still now no information about its adoption and applicability in local scale in other countries [69].

vii. Funding

Most restoration projects lack adequate funding for monitoring [71]. According to [72], Funding for restoration effort and monitoring of its effects is often granted for short periods, and granting is more politically than scientifically motivated. Amount of incentives; amount of resources invested; number of institutions involved; presence or absence of incentives; subsidies or fines to stimulate or discourage restoration activities [60]. Without sufficient funding, the success of our efforts will be difficult to assess, or have the option to revise actions if necessary [66].

d) Integrated Approach in Ecological Restoration

An integrated ecosystem approach is perhaps the only way to tackle the challenges of climate change, habitat loss, and the sustainable use of natural resources. Ecological restoration and biological conservation are the logical pillars upon which we can build an innovative approach to maintaining and restoring the ecosystems that we, and all life, depend on [73]. Restoration ecology is an integrated science, because it adds political engagement, economic basic conditions, education of people, and even cultural aspects [32]. Different authors [18][17][74][16] address integrated ecological restoration by considering different factors, these all efforts revealed that the progress of ecological restoration towards sustainability. According to [53], early integration starting from restoration planning, provides opportunities for efficiency opportunities for improved and productive collaboration and coordination which bring cost-savings in monitoring and adaptive management. Here in this paper, the following components are proposed as a part of integrated ecological approach to meet sustainability, which could increase the success of ecological restoration. These are scientifically based restoration practice, consideration of landscape perspective in restoration, multidisciplinary approach, socioeconomic and policy framework and flexible plan and management actions. Though it is well known in some cases to address all the factors, it is a way of achieving sustainable management.

i. Combine scientific basis to restoration practice

The science and practice of ecological restoration have advanced rapidly in the last decade, creating a wealth of guidance, tools and technologies [75]. [10], noted that ecological restoration until recently has been viewed as more of as art rather than science. In addition, [1]) reported that, to date, many of the restoration actions are based on gut feeling rather than on scientific evidence. In fact, the practice of restoration has developed more through trial and error than by the application of any scientific framework [76]. According to [18], including scientific basis for restoration practice is one of the paradigm shift. Thus, ecological theory is highly relevant to the practice of restoration ecology. Ecological restoration is applied science and derives from the science of restoration ecology, it means restoration ecology is the science on which ecological restoration is based. Restoration ecology ideally provides clear concepts, models, methodologies and tools for practitioners in support of their practice [34][7].
Restoration ecology is rooted in ecological principles, such as successional theory, assembly, life histories, recruitment limitation and landscape ecology [77] [8]. [78] stated that ecological restoration should be an acid test of ecological understanding. According to [32], Ecological restoration still can be considered as an acid test, but for our understanding of the interaction of people with their environment, rather than for pure ecology. During this test, restoration ecology can develop new theory specifically to repair damaged ecosystems [7].

Ecological restoration is a knowledge and practice based undertaking [80] [38]. Restoration plans must be based on the best available science [81] with clear goals. Science-based restorations follow: (1) explicitly stated goals, (2) a restoration design informed by ecological knowledge, (3) quantitative assessment and data collection of system responses employing pre- and post-restoration (4) analysis and application of results to inform subsequent efforts, based on adaptive approach [82]. Although, ecological restoration has scientific foundations, the integration of ecological theory and restoration has been uneven, despite recognition that the practice could be enhanced by such integration [20] [1].

ii. Landscape perspective in ecological restoration

The first decades of ecological restoration practice were dominated by small-scale initiatives not integrated at the larger scales [30]. In recent year, it is becoming increasingly clear that ecosystems do not function independently from their surroundings and their spatial relations is important [83]. And restoration sites are not isolated compartments; rather they are linked to their surroundings [32]. In addition, the extent of current environmental degradation and the increasing call for large-scale restoration necessitates approaches that can be applied over much larger areas. Ecological restoration can occur at a variety of spatial scales but for maximum benefits should be approached from a landscape perspective [84].

Landscape ecology perspective in restoration mainly consider mosaic ecosystem or the improvement of landscape structure, functions or dynamics, as well as local restoration actions that consider the influence of the surrounding landscape structure on restoration outputs [30]. According to [85], study in Boral forest, Landscape context considerably affects the success of ecological restoration. Similarly, [86], stated that landscape context or surrounding matrix is one of the factor that should be considered during management planning like ecological restoration, because the surrounding land use matrix affects recovery because it serves as an important source of propagules, as well as potential disturbances.

Considering landscape approach is becoming a driving paradigm in the international environmental and development community [17]. [87], also proposed a landscape ecological paradigm shift in resource management design. Thus, Recently, many large-scale restoration programs have arisen across the world. It became induced by other forces such as payments for ecosystem services (PES) schemes [39], the production of timber and non-timber forest products from native species [88], and biodiversity offsetting policies [89]. These programs integration in restoration project could serve as to compensate the highest cost of restoration in landscape scale [86]. But, project that links restoration and these programs are very few [42]. In this context, restoration ecologists and practitioners, as well as policy makers, will certainly have to be prepared to adopt new approaches for inducing, planning and implementing restoration programs. According to [57], Restoration approaches should be based at national levels, but adapted to local-regional levels, in a bottom-up perspective.

iii. Flexible plan and management actions

Flexible plan in ecological restoration identifies a probabilistic range of possible outcomes instead of a single reference condition. [90] states that there is a need to identify multiple probabilities and trajectories of outcome to restoration rather than expecting the emergence of a site resembling a single reference system. According to [69], full recovery is not possible or appropriate everywhere. In many cases where restoration has been assumed by some to be impossible (if the system passes its allowable thresholds), it would be sensible to modify the goal.[91] also reported that if the area is highly degraded due to intensive disturbance, creation of new ecosystem (novel) and enhancement will be an option.

The emergence of the novel ecosystems concept is reshaping the field of ecological restoration. In the context of past and ongoing local and global changes, many ecosystems are being transformed into new, non-historical configurations [92], it allows more flexible goal for restoration for the changing environment. Because of these changes, historical restoration targets will often be unsustainable in coming decades [93][37][38][94].

On the other hand, [80], suggested that the introduction of novel ecosystem together with restoration target may not be important in protected area since some protected areas may be relatively resistant to change and restoration with a focus on historically determined goals will still make sense. According to [93], ecological restoration primary aim is to restores historical ecosystem where possible. Meanwhile, the project need to be ready for the emergence of novel ecosystem. Though the issue is still a debate [95] suggested that in the 21st century the restoration priorities should be broadening the restoration framework to include the emergence of novel ecosystem.
According to [96], ecosystem management (here restoration) involves decision making within extremely complex natural and social dynamics, the outcomes of management actions are highly unpredictable. In addition, each restoration project has its own uncertainties and surprises, and each requires flexibility. Adaptive management is a way to remain flexible and cope with surprises while making necessary management decisions. It is an approach to ecosystem restoration that recognizes uncertainties, embraces multiple problem-solving strategies, and allows for adjustments to be made along the way in smart way [97]. It promotes flexible decision-making to modify existing activities or create new activities if new circumstances arise or if projects are not meeting their goals [98]. Most literature reported that integrating adaptive management in resource management is very important and useful, however, practical implementation and reporting is still behind, particularly in large scale [99]. Scientific based restoration should include adaptive management, the corrections that are made to the restoration process should be guided by sound theory and experimentation, not just trial and error [82] [100]. Natural resource restoration is complex management systems, we must manage them adaptively and in an integrated manner [101]. In short, flexible adaptive management is one of the general principle ecosystem based restoration [73].

iv. Socioeconomic and policy dimension in ecological restoration

During the last few decades, the interest in ecological restoration has increased rapidly [75]. In earlier time, restoration emphasized on ecological sustainability, but in recent past decade, the importance of human benefits from the management become dominantly important through the concept of ecosystem service integrity in restoration efforts, which could bring social sustainability [102]. The practice of ecological restoration seeks to transform humanity’s role from agents of degradation to act as conservators and healers of indigenous ecosystems [103]. Although ecological restoration deals with scientifically based practical alterations of ecosystems, it is not only a technical task. Instead, it has an important human element, with strong social and political associations that are increasingly acknowledged in ecological restoration to reach the goal [104]. Therefore, Restoration is carried out to satisfy not only conservation values but also socioeconomic values, without considering these values, particularly relationships between a site and its stakeholders, a restoration project may not gain the social support needed for success and may fail to deliver important benefits to ecosystems and to society [69].

Above all, still there is a gap in addressing practically, all social attributed in restoration effort, for example, [42] did comprehensive review on socioeconomic aspects of ecological restoration, and the most tangible and concrete socioeconomic contributions of restoration to society are underemphasized, or often ignored altogether. [21] also found that very few papers looked at socioeconomic attributes of restoration, but understanding the socioeconomic benefits/impacts of restoration is necessary to support the adoption of ecological restoration in natural resource management. Ecological restoration should also be recognized as an important element of sustainable socioeconomic development particularly for developing countries [42].

Nowadays, there is emphasis on the importance of restoration for addressing global environmental change [105]. It became integrated in global and regional biodiversity policies [75], sustainable policies [58], United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), land degradation neutrality under the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification, the wise use of wetlands under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands and Bonn challenge [106]. For instance, in achieving the 2020 Biodiversity Targets, the so-called Aichi Targets (including restoration of at least 15 per cent of degraded ecosystems), including by the European Union, UNEP, World Bank. More recently, the United Nations adopted its 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)15 to “protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss” [24][107] These and other international organization also coming to the realization that ecological restoration should receive high priority from society in socioeconomic as well as ecological perspectives [42].

Practically, the two large-scale ecological restoration programs examples are the Atlantic Forest Restoration Pact (AFRP), which aims to restore 15 million ha of degraded lands in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest by 2050 [108], and the Sloping Land Conversion Program (SLCP) in China, in which steeply sloping and marginal land has been retired from agricultural production since 1999 in order to promote forest and grassland cover [109]. These initiatives align with Aichi Targets [110].

In parallel, the Bonn Challenge (2011), which is global commitment to restore 150 million hectares of land around the world by 2020 and the New York Declaration on Forests, which seeks to restore 350 million hectares by 2030 were launched by international organizations such as the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) at a governmental scale. After the Convention of the Parties in Lima, initiative 20x20 is a country-led effort to bring 20 million hectares of land in
Latin America and the Caribbean into restoration by 2020 [57]. The Bonn Challenge is leading to real progress on the ground. In many countries, restoration opportunity assessment is undertaking and restoration programs start to be included in national plans and strategies. In general, thought restoration included in many conventions, agreements, policies, strategies and article recommendations, practically, there is no much report on policy impacts or implications of the restoration work [42].

- Inter and Trans disciplinary in ecological restoration

Similar to the broader field of ecology, restoration ecology is an integrative discipline [76]. In current global situation, integrative discipline is essential in ecological restoration, because the goal of restoration is beyond environmental gardening [10]. The broadening of focus of restoration suggests both that ecological aspects need to be considered in a wider socioeconomic context and that an interdisciplinary or even transdisciplinary approach is needed [38]. Interdisciplinary approaches focus more on linking different research disciplines together, such as microbiology, seed science and pollination ecology [10][9]. Biodiversity-Ecosystem Functioning (BEF) experiment is one of interdisciplinary approach which is necessary for better projection and understanding of restoration outcomes [10]. It is recent emerging attempt to uniting community and ecosystem by using BEF experiment [111]. According to [112], there is an attempt in forest sector to adopt the BEF framework in setting up large experiments where the effects of tree species richness on ecosystem functions are evaluated. In the last decade, the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem function become a central issues and ecologist widely considered it as one of the paradigm shift in ecology science [113][114].

On the other hand, transdisciplinary is about cross-sectoral approaches are based on multi-stakeholder processes relating more to practice [17], such as agronomy, engineering, sociology and landscape architecture, soil science and hydrology [76]. Transdisciplinary restoration thus involves an entirely new type of knowledge, leading to new relationships between researchers, professionals, and practitioners involved. The current transdisciplinary science creates a new way to solve complex biological hydrology and human ecological relationship [115]. It is about broadening our conceptual and methodological scope from the natural sciences to the humanities, from strictly bio ecological issues to much more complex human ecological issues [116]. Similarly, when restoration practice planned to be large, transdisciplinary approach is needed beyond interdisciplinary approach [38].

According to [18], Transdisciplinary arena in restoration is one of the paradigm shifts to unite natural with social science. For example, including political and socioeconomic issues with restoration rather than applying multifaceted aspects of applying ecology to restoration. Though, challenges occur in integrating expertise from various disciplines and multiple, sometimes divergent interests and goals [53], it is important for successful ecological restoration.

e) Framework of Integrated Ecological Restoration for Sustainability

Integrated ecosystem approach is the principal method to solve the current climate change, habitat loss and misuse of resources in the world [73]. Thus, Ecological restoration is often a primary component of ecosystem management, conservation, and sustainable development programmes throughout the world. Rehabilitation and restoration are now often a prerequisite to sustainable use [58]. It is now well recognised that science for sustainability will require integrated problem-focussed research [117]. Ecological restoration has as its goal an ecosystem that is resilient and self-sustaining and supporting sustainable livelihoods. A realistic restoration goal has to be ecologically sound, economically feasible and socially acceptable, as any other sustainable practice [32][10]. According to [70], inherently ecological restoration is multidisciplinary, multi-sectoral and multi-sectorial activity, so it need good governance. Now, we can see the link of ecological restoration and sustainability issue., even the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) which come into force in 2016 to guide the post-2015 development agenda clearly stated that the importance of restoration to meet their sustainability goal particularly at goal number 15, and many other goals also related to landscape (ecosystem) restoration. These goals explicitly emphasize in the importance of ‘holistic and integrated approaches to sustainable development’ are required [118]. Furthermore, [117] suggested that landscape ecological restoration as paradigm for sustainability. [109], reported that in sustainability science cannot be addressed through un-coordinated studies of individual components by isolated traditional disciplines; instead, a new kind of interdisciplinary science is needed to build an understanding of social-ecological systems.

Based on the above discussed concepts in this paper the following conceptual basis is proposed to attain sustainability in holistic or integrated ecological restoration. The central idea is when degradation occur in the ecosystem, the whole ecosystem should be assessed to know the problem extent, because there is no single isolated piece, then plan, design and act in integrated fashion to obtain sustainable result. To attain this, by incorporating key elements such as integrate scientific base in restoration practice, consider landscape perspective to boost the restoration outcome, act with flexible plan and management with
the awareness of the current rapid environmental change, incorporate social and policy framework as integral part of restoration to obtain active community involvement and sustain their livelihood and finally acknowledge multidisciplinary nature of restoration and emphasize on transdisciplinary field of study to produce holistic outcome.

III. Conclusion

Over the last 50 years, ecosystem is highly exploited by human activities globally and ecosystem become unable to provide valuable services including biodiversity maintenance. This has severe impact on human well-being as well as food security. Restoration recognized by the international community as an important way of enhancing both biodiversity and ecosystem services. Recently, ecological restoration gains momentum attention by resource managers, policy makers and researchers and considered as the prime option for the current rapid changing environment, loss of biodiversity and ecosystem fragmentation. It is about restoring the whole ecosystem by using basic principles, realistic plan and adaptive management. In short, it follows holistic or integrated approach to sustain the management.

Though, integrated approach in ecological restoration is important, there is a gap of addressing the issue in literature as well as in practice. Practically, there are few model efforts of ecological restoration in large scale such as Atlantic Forest Restoration Pact in Brazil, Kissimmee river restoration in Florida and Chinese Sloping Land Conversion Program are among the successful projects. Most of the restoration efforts are done in developed countries (Europe and North America), but developing countries are the most severely degraded and are in need of restoration still. There are different challenges while restoration implementation such as cost and time constraint, severe level of degradation, social restriction, trade-off issues, limited information and knowledge and lack of standards and funding constraint. These challenges limit the application of restoration widely. These challenges could be also minimized through integrated ecological restoration approach.

Principally, to address Integrated ecological approach, the following conceptual basis is very vital such as restoration practice on the basis of scientific fact; consider the connection of the restoration project with the surrounding matrix; design and manage in flexible manner to tackle any uncertainty; ecological multidisciplinary approach and active community engagement to sustain the restoration practice by providing human health, keep cultural value and economic returns through different incentives such as income generation through different production, at large incentives from PES (CDM, REDD+), biological corridor,

in addition, political support through different policy setting also very important to acknowledge the importance of ecological restoration and work to achieve that.

IV. Recommendations

Based on the reviewed paper, the following suggestion are forwarded;

- To tackle current rapid environmental change, integrated ecological restoration should be a priority option.
- Since integrated ecological restoration become widely known as a precondition for sustainability; Therefore, research as well as restoration practice should consider it.
- There are few good examples of ecological restoration, therefore, these efforts should be Adopt to other areas with improvement through Integrated Ecological Restoration.
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